New 3s (in 2014)
compiled by Jacob Cohen, Asheville Scrabble Club
AJI
CAF
CAL
CUZ
DAS
DEP
DOH
DUM
ECO
EEW
EMO
EST
FAH
FOO
GIF
GIS
GRR
HOM
HOO
LAH
LOR
LUD
LUN
MAM
MEH
MES
MMM
MOI
MUX
NAV
NUG
OCH
OIK
OMA
OOF
OPA
ORG
OWT
PAK
PHO
POS
REZ
ROO
RYU
SAN
SEV
SEZ

a type of chili pepper [n AJIS]
a cafeteria or cafe [n CAFS]
a calorie [n CALS]
a cousin (a child of one's aunt or uncle) [n CUZZES] / [n CUZES]
DA, dad (father) [n]
a convenience store [n DEPS]
the first tone of the diatonic scale [n DOHS]
cooked with steam [adj]
ecology (an environmental science) [n ECOS]
eeew (used to express disgust) [interj]
a style of rock music with emotional lyrics [n EMOS]
a group technique for raising self-awareness [n ESTS]
fa (the fourth tone of the diatonic musical scale) [n FAHS]
a name for temporary computer variables or files [n FOOS]
a computer file in a format for images [n GIFS]
GI, a white garment worn in martial arts [n]
used to express anger or annoyance [interj]
a sacred plant of the ancient Persians [n HOMS]
--used to express surprise or apprehension [interj]
la (the sixth tone of the diatonic musical scale) [n LAHS]
used to express surprise [interj]
a form of address to a judge in a court [n LUDS]
a lee (shelter from the wind) [n LUNS]
mother [n MAMS]
not impressive; boring [adj]
me (an ego) [n]
mm (used to express assent or satisfaction) [interj]
--used instead of "me?" to feign surprise when accused of something [interj]
to transmit several messages simultaneously along a single channel [v MUXED, MUXING, MUXES]

navigation [n NAVS]
a chunk of wood sawn from a log [n NUGS]
used to express surprise or regret [interj]
a very rude or stupid person [n OIKS]
grandmother [n OMAS]
used to express discomfort [interj]
grandfather [n OPAS]
an organization [n ORGS]
anything (a thing of any kind) [n OWTS]
pack [n PAKS]
a Vietnamese soup of rice noodles and vegetables [n PHOS]
PO, a chamber pot [n]
an area of land set aside for Native Americans [n REZES or REZZES]
a kangaroo (an Australian mammal) [n ROOS]
a school of Japanese martial arts [n RYUS]
a sanatorium [n SANS]
an Indian food of deep-fried strands of flour [n SEVS]
says [v]
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SHO
SIG
SOC
SOH
SUS
TEC
TES
TIX
TIZ
TUM
UMS
UNI
VIN
VOG
WUZ
XED
YAS
YER
YEZ

sure [adv]
a short personalized message at the end of an email [n SIGS]
a sociology course [n SOCES]
sol (the fifth tone of the diatonic musical scale) [n SOHS]
to suss (to figure out or check out) [v SUSED, SUSING, SUSES]
tech (a technician) [n TECS]
TE, ti (the seventh tone of the diatonic musical scale) [n]
tickets [n]
tizzy (a state of nervous confusion) [n TIZES]
a person's stomach (an organ of digestion) or abdomen [n TUMS]
UM, to hesitate or pause in speaking [v]
1. a uniform 2. university [n UNIS]
French wine [n VINS]
air pollution caused by volcanic emissions [n VOGS]
was (to have actuality) [v]
crossed out [v]
YA, an Asian pear [n]
you [pron]
youse (you) [pron]

